IN  TOWN  TO-NIGHT
end because of the very things that'you see in England to-day —
appalling conditions which clamour to be changed, power in the
hands of a small class which will not change them because its own
nest is - well-feathered. Inertia, selfish interest, indolence, the
stubborn refusal of the aristocracy, the Chufch, and the Jews to
accept anything less than the status of a favoured and privileged
class, to improve the conditions of the poorest classes, killed
Austria.
As the song finished we, the three exiled Viennese of whom one
had never seen Vienna and none had been born in Vienna, felt
that we had sung a mass for that old Austria that we all loved so
well, though only the officer had known it.
Here*in Budapest, for a rosy hour, I found Vienna again.
Budapest, too, is a great city for a BummeL I think, of all the capital
cities I know, I would put Vienna first, then Budapest, then Bel-
grade, then Prague, then Berlin, Paris and London, in that order,
for a BummeL
In Budapest, in summer, you have an almost inexhaustible
choice of good little restaurants with terraces outside, of gardens
where you may drink your wine. I don't include those high-kick-
and-splits palaces on the Margaret Island, but if your soul yearns
for that kind ofBummel you have a large choice in Budapest; they
have there several of these establishments, including a dance-bar
built in some ruins foujr hundred years old, and this is perhaps
worth visiting once, as a curiosity, because the ruins you usually
find in these places are not more than forty years old at the utmost
and pass for twenty-five in a subdued light. But if you only want
to spend four or five pounds on champagne and legs why go to
Budapest? why go anywhere? stay in London, you have them in
quantities there.	*
But that is not my idea of a Bumml, and I ought to make this
clear, because the kind of Bummel I am describing only costs five
or ten shillings and would not appeal to you in the least, it only
sounds attractive when I tell you about it.
What can the poor man do in London? Go to the pictures. Go
to the Dub. Go to the dogs. To visit a bottle-party and study the
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